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Placement Sponsors
Three-Day Confab

By Quentin Brooks

The three-day careers conference, sponsored by the College Placement Center, offered an opportunity to examine the role of corporate recruiting agents.

According to Inman, the conference was a recruiter for four years now with Metropolitan Life Insurance. He seemed to have mixed feelings about the conference.

"Conferences of this type aren't that popular," he said. "Most companies really don't start recruiting until spring. Corporations now are in process of showing what they have to offer."

Legislators Discuss
Homecoming Activities

By Betty Holeman

Lloyd Inman, vice-president of the Student Government Association, presided over a regularly scheduled meeting of the student legislators caucus Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Student Union ballroom.

He stated that the legislators will attend the total of the SGA.

"If you're interested in campus politics, then you might want to attend," he said.

Inman said that the legislators will attend the SGA meeting, said Inman, Clarence Jones, the attorney general, will attend.

"If you're interested in getting involved on campus, that's where you should look," he said.

Inman said that the legislators were a very powerful body on campus. In addition, more people should get involved in school politics.

He firmly told them that what they say now is that the meeting, Inman, Clarence Jones, the attorney general, will explain the rules of the campus.

He said that no one has taken a critical look at the constitution of the SGA.

He said that no one has taken a critical look at the constitution of the SGA.

He said that the new legislation could put the students in control of the constitution.

He said that the new legislation could put the students in control of the constitution.

"The Student Union is the backbone of the Aggie tradition," he said.

Freshmen Get New Vice-Prexy

The class of '77, the backbone of the baseball tradition, for the next four years, assembled earlier this week, for its first meeting in the spring term.

Philip Arterbery, the class newly elected president, stated that the purpose of the committee was to introduce the newly elected members of the freshman class.

Michael Farrar who had been elected vice-president of the freshman class withdrew from school for personal reasons and was replaced by the candidate who had the second highest vote.

Anthony Molony

The other members of the freshman executive council

(See Arterbery, Page 6)

Research Peaks $1.4 Million

When A&T set out to become a legitimate research facility 10 years ago, the University had the staggering sum of $3,000 worth of funded research.

But things have gone rather well for A&T since that time, and the latest annual report of the University's research director reveals that A&T has topped $1.4 million in research for the second consecutive year.

The increased funding of research projects and special programs can be cited as one of the most encouraging aspects of A&T's development, especially during the past five years," said Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy.

Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy

In his annual report, Dowdy noted that the Office of Research Administration and the Institute for Research in Human Resources administered a total of $3.5 million for extramural programs at the University.

"Most of this total," said Dowdy, "was spent for research, just a little more than the amount received by A&T the previous year.
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The office of the Office of Research Administration by Dr. Dowdy.

Research Administration by Dr. Dowdy.

"Most of this total," added Dowdy, "was spent for research, just a little more than the amount received by A&T the previous year.

Research Administration by Dr. Dowdy.

"Most of this total," added Dowdy, "was spent for research, just a little more than the amount received by A&T the previous year.

Student Is Arrested
On Drug Charges

By Betty Holeman

Officer Roosevelt Raines of the campus security division issued the following report concerning drug apprehensions on campus.

"We have received complaints of drug activity on campus. "They are the only true for A&T's campus but also for the city vice-squad and their implementation of crackdown procedures relating to drug detection, Eugene A. Tucker, an off-campus resident, was apprehended Wednesday at 9:55 p.m. in the Student Union.

"The class of '77, the backbone of the baseball tradition, for the next four years, assembled earlier this week, for its first meeting in the spring term.

"Most of this total," added Dowdy, "was spent for research, just a little more than the amount received by A&T the previous year.
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You've Got To Show

Have you tried looking for a job lately? Well, the first step may be to stop by the career counseling and placement center in East Gym.

On Wednesday, representatives from various industries talked with students about their respective companies. They emphasized self-confidence, communication and knowing one's self as things noted by interviewers as they seek potential employees.

Many companies who come on campus are looking for technical majors, but this should not be a deterrent to students who have majored in liberal arts. At one representative stated, "knowing one's self" is important in seeking a job, and if a person knows his limitations and abilities, he sometimes finds enticing job opportunities outside of his major.

When the question of how to find out information was put to one of the speakers, the answer was straightforward and a long distance way. He suggested the campus placement center.

Information is published and schedules made; yet, due to some complexities, the importance of taking advantage of recruiting schedules is overlooked.

Not only does the placement office arrange interviews for those seeking permanent jobs after graduation, but it also serves the student seeking summer employment and assistantship positions.

But the time and effort of placement staff and recruiters are wasted if you do not feel that it is worth the time to find out the career opportunities which might benefit you.

At various times during the year, recruiters from government, industry, business and educational systems come on campus looking for someone to hire; it might just be you, with this stipulation: You've got to show.

Let's See The SGA Constitution

By Rosie A. Stevens

For the last year, a problem has existed in the SGA which has required a serious look. This problem is one which has threatened to carry over into the present student government administration. What is being spoken of is the availability-or-lack of it-of the constitution of the SGA.

This year, the student courts are becoming functional instead of lying dormant. The attorney general has constantly stressed this year that students become aware of the rules and regulations which govern them. At the same time, no constitution has, to the writer's knowledge, been made available for the student body at large with which to familiarize itself. While it is true that the constitution is undergoing some change, this happens every year.

For the last year, under the Hinton administration, a constitution was difficult to obtain, especially for one who identified himself as a reporter. We feel very sure that this is not the situation this year. At the same time, we must continue to assert that the student body, in order to be well informed, must be aware of the contents of this document. The student body must have a basis of understanding
The A&T Register encourages letters to the editor, but reserves the right to edit them. No letter can be considered for publication unless it bears a signature (not a typed name); however, names may be withheld upon request.

Consolidation.

Dr. Howard Robinson

Coordinates Research

(Continued From Page 1)

The A&T Register is to express our disgust at the paper's narrow-mindedness. Your cartoon in Thursday's edition gives one the impression that Cooper Hall is the only female dorm on this campus that has male visitors on the floors. We feel that this grossly unfair and only adds to the negative image that is already attached to Cooper Hall.

If you will just walk the halls in the other female dorms, you will find male visitors as prolific as they are in Cooper. Even walking the halls of the female dorms is not relegated to just Cooper, but to all the dorms. The same type women that reside in Cooper reside in High Rise, Vannoy, Gibbs, Holland and Morrison. There are only a few people in each dorm who have the visitors in each dorm, but that is enough to give a dorm a bad name.

Since there is no difference in the situations of the dorms, we suggest that you run your cartoon again until all the dorms have been represented or spoken to the residents of Cooper Hall.

If you want to make a difference between Cooper Hall and the other female dorms, here are some valid differences: Cooper Hall is the only female dorm where the girls have to keep their clothes in their luggage because there are no drawers. There are no drapes in its lobby to give the place a dignified look. It is the only dorm where the girls have to keep their clothes in their luggage because there are no drawers.

The general audience was...
Visitors Give Views On Black Expo '73

(Continued From Page 3)

the success of the event. Mrs. Icie Goodwin, representing the Federal Transportation Department, said, "It appears to be a large showcase and it's not oriented to small Black businesses."

She added, "I'm not sure if people are getting the real message of Expo."

Tyrone Holmes, a sightseer, said, "I haven't seen too much togetherness, although the people are here."

Joe Lovell, director of placement at Shaw College, explained that, according to the theme of PUSH Expo, it has been quite beneficial. He continued by saying, "I feel it's beneficial because of its exposure to the Black community of the existence of Black colleges everywhere. It's really a privilege and opportunity to be exposed," he said.

The loquacious Lovell added, "Students don't realize the importance and they aren't aware of the true significance of Black universities. Being here to elaborate on the schools' activities should generate more interest on a whole."

Jeanette Speak from Lenoir College viewed PUSH Expo as doing a very good job in stressing the idea of saving Black colleges. She added, "It's done a good job also of displaying more Black businesses."

Expressing his opinion on the Expo, Harris Chair of Bethune Cookman College explained, "We must make a lot of effort to save the Black schools. Right now it's too late to save some of them."

Among the keynote speakers for the Black Education Breakfast held Friday were Dr. Benjamin E. Mays and Howard University president, Dr. James E. Cheek. Dr. Cheek stated that many Blacks feel that, because of the progress they have made over the past 350 years, they should stand up and give themselves a cheer.

"But," the educator continued, "as long as there is any inequality and disparity between Black and white in family income, educational opportunity, achievement, employment, housing, selection to public office at every level, and in all other areas of American life, I am not prepared to be at peace, extend congratulations, or stand up and cheer."

Jeanette Speak, a student from Lenoir College, viewed PUSH Expo as doing a very good job in stressing the idea of saving Black colleges. She added, "It's done a good job also of displaying more Black businesses."

Expressing his opinion on the Expo, Harris Chair of Bethune Cookman College explained, "We must make a lot of effort to save the Black schools. Right now it's too late to save some of them."

Among the keynote speakers for the Black Education Breakfast held Friday were Dr. Benjamin E. Mays and Howard University president, Dr. James E. Cheek. Dr. Cheek stated that many Blacks feel that, because of the progress they have made over the past 350 years, they should stand up and give themselves a cheer.

"But," the educator continued, "as long as there is any inequality and disparity between Black and white in family income, educational opportunity, and achievement, employment, housing, selection to public office at every level, and in all other areas of American life, I am not prepared to be at peace, extend congratulations, or stand up and cheer."

Jeanette Speak from Lenoir College viewed PUSH Expo as doing a very good job in stressing the idea of saving Black colleges. She added, "It's done a good job also of displaying more Black businesses."

Expressing his opinion on the Expo, Harris Chair of Bethune Cookman College explained, "We must make a lot of effort to save the Black schools. Right now it's too late to save some of them."

Among the keynote speakers for the Black Education Breakfast held Friday were Dr. Benjamin E. Mays and Howard University president, Dr. James E. Cheek. Dr. Cheek stated that many Blacks feel that, because of the progress they have made over the past 350 years, they should stand up and give themselves a cheer.

"But," the educator continued, "as long as there is any inequality and disparity between Black and white in family income, educational opportunity, and achievement, employment, housing, selection to public office at every level, and in all other areas of American life, I am not prepared to be at peace, extend congratulations, or stand up and cheer."

The loquacious Lovell added, "Students don't realize the importance and they aren't aware of the true significance of Black universities. Being here to elaborate on the schools' activities should generate more interest on a whole."

...and when you have time off to enjoy shopping, we'll be delighted if you'll visit our stores, Uptown on the Mall and at Friendly Shopping Center. We really have great campus and dress-up clothes, accessories, dorm needs, gifts...you name it. You'll find that shopping is easier, quicker, too, if you'll open an account with us. Come to our Uptown Credit Office, Lover Level, and fill out an application for a Thalhimers Charge Card (we'll honor your Master Charge Card, too). Watch our ads for great sales. You'll be surprised at some of the bargains you'll find in famous brand names.

Ride your bike and park it in our Uptown Thalhimers parking garage.
Standardized Tests May Be Biased Measurement Of Black Ability

By Ronald Penny

In recent years much controversy has arisen over the relevancy or the capacity of many standardized tests to indicate the ability of Black students. Noted Black psychologists and educators have charged that aptitude tests such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Graduate Record Examination are racially biased and geared towards “white norms.” In an interview with Ruth M. Gore, director of testing and counseling, similar views were expressed. Mrs. Gore commented that “aptitude tests are not good indicators of our ability.”

Mentioning specifically the SAT, she pointed out that it was not reliable in projecting the ability of minority students. She noted that, from her experience, many students that perform poorly on standardized tests succeed in college. She stressed the fact that “the best predictors of academic success in college are high school grades.”

She made an analogy of standardizing tests to custom made shoes, stating that “just as custom shoes are fitted to the individual, many standardized tests to students that perform poorly in high school with great ability.”

She went on to express her concern that, “We have to communicate to the public, to people who may be confused about the results of standardized tests, that they will remain in existence, but that schools will stop placing much weight on them as they do now and instead place emphasis more on grades.

Juan Logan’s Work To Be Showcased

By Brenda Williams

The artistic work of Juan Logan will appear on display the month of October, in the basement of Bluford Library. Juan Logan is a talented young Black sculptor who is becoming nationally known. Logan has done several one-man shows in important museums and galleries. He plans to erect three maximum-sized sculptures on the lawn in front of Bluford Library and place approximately 10 paintings on the walls in the Taylor Gallery and several smaller pieces in the case downstairs. The proposed program for the Taylor Art will include these exhibitions.

In November, there will be an exhibition of Haitian art. During the month of January and all of February, the sixth annual African Art exhibition will be presented to the public. There will be an exhibit of five Black architects in March. Mrs. Eva Miller, art instructor, seems to be excited about this event.

Further into the month of April, the work of Aluna Thomas, who is in her late 20’s will be on display. She is an internationally known painter. Mrs. Miller said, “Her work is magnificent! They call her a colorist.”

The gallery does not have any support from the state. It is greatly in need of financial support from the student body. The Eyecream sponsors the art gallery materials, but as of yet, it has no leeway for purchasing paintings.

Houga for the art gallery are from 10 to 3:00 p.m., Monday through Friday; 2 to 5:00 p.m., Sunday; and Saturday, by appointment.

Exchange Program Broads

By Betty Holman

Broadly speaking, the goal of the exchange program enacted between A&T and the University of Wisconsin in 1967 is to provide the students with a broader horizon in an institution significantly different from their homebound institution in size, structure, racial composition and geographical locations, states the co-ordinator of the Student Exchange Program, Moses Kamara.

He further stated this is accomplished to the end that the students come to understand and appreciate the differences and similarities in this diverse society.

To fulfill this broad goal, he said students are exposed to various activities and take visits to places of cultural and educational interest.

Moreover, they live in dormitories with regular students and share experiences in the advent of fulfilling their goal, Kamara stated.

He said, they are sometimes invited by their roommates to their homes for informal relaxation.

Kamara said the students who participate in this program have vocally stated to him that, in the present social system, there is a need for the orientation of Black institutions which usually do offer more individual attention.

There is an expressed need for Black institutions to develop mental needs of students than an institutional emphasis in the learning of 30,000 students, stated Kamara.

He further said that he feels that there must be some cooperation between the various institutions and the public schools.

The student who plans to do practice teaching next semester will be observed more in terms of competencies, but they may not be aware of it. He said that the grading of the student will virtually be the same.

The student will be judged by his cooperating teacher and his college supervisor. Certification will be given by the individual institution, according to the competencies set up by the department. The competencies that A&T will develop will be based on the competencies set up by the state.

Dr. Jones feels that in the future, the requirements of the state and those of the individual institutions will become merged, and certification will become a standard thing.
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Arterbery Introduces Officers At Freshman Class Meeting

(Continued From Page 1)

Arterbery. This will acquaint freshmen, he said, with the intricacies of strategies and rules. He stressed the fact that he would do everything to help freshmen out of the gate.

Tony Tyson will spearhead this drive once noted.

Aggies Move And Groove To Music Of Talent Show

By Bobbye Deck

Aggies really moved and grooved to the music of the talent show at Moore Gym Thursday night, sponsored by students from A&T, Bennett and UNC-G. Approximately 16 to 18 groups performed including The Jabbers from A&T and The Chocolate Fark. There were performances by individuals including Rita Robinson from Bennett who sang “Make It Easy On Yourself”.

The rock'n roll atmosphere was set by students and groups who sang some of the latest songs. Lonnie Ruth Chapters of A&T sang “Neither One Of Us Can Say Good-Bye”.

“The Rather Have You” was sung by Karen Scott of A&T.

The show was not all rock ‘n roll. Gospel were sung by the Southern Gospel Group from A&T, Tony Tyson, for disseminating and gathering information and getting to know class members all over campus.

Arterbery. It is primarily responsible to Miss Freshman for the co-ordination of all these activities, class scrapbook, and for disseminating and gathering information.

A finance budget committee stated that it would address itself to the problems of freshman life.

Legal aid also will be a potent asset of the freshman class.

Cataloging To Be Finished In Nine Years

(Continued From Page 3)

1971. “At this time,” explained Crews, “ten years was the planned approximate time needed for the complete change to the Library of Congress system.” He now predicts that the entire stacks will be changed in only nine years. Crews stated that much more can be done with the same amount of help using the Library of Congress system.

The Library of Congress system is expediting the cataloging and will get materials to the users quicker,” said Crews.

Freshman students who have not filed an application for the BASIC EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM are urged to do so at once. You may be entitled to a grant of as much as $452 toward your education expenses. Applications and additional information are available in the Financial Aid Office, Brown Hall. You need to file, whether or not you have already received other aid for the school year.

To Music Of Talent Show

Possibly The Offense Will Get A Right On This Week

Go To Church

You're Right! Big Times in Aggie Land

Thunder and Sunny Blue

Infidelic inhabitants

You Know Thunder That's A Small Place From Up There

Yea, I Know What You Mean Now Thunder Big Times In A Small Place

You're Right! Big Times In Aggie Land

Thats Right! It's A Small Place

I Don't Have A Place, You 'd Think That Place Is Might Big

You're Right! Big Times In Aggie Land
Intramural Football Games Excite Holland Bowl Crowd

By Robert Brooks

Four exciting games were played this week in football that provided plenty of thrills for the fans: the Kappa 26-Boss 24, Air Force 18-Quais 0, Golden Spikes 18-Speedsters 6, and ASME 12-Taus 8.

The Golden Spikes won 18-6 in overtime against the Speedsters in a rugged exciting game. The speedsters scored in the second quarter on a 55-yard pass from Jeff Feggins to Rodney Harston following an interception by Keith Frostman. They held this 6-0 lead until the fourth quarter when Russell Woodard capped a 65-yard drive by running around the right end on a 1-yard sweep.

The Golden Spikes won the game in overtime on passes covering 50 and 65 yards to Earnest Gaskins to win while holding the Speedsters scoreless.

In the game, ASME 12-Taus 8, the ASME displayed excellent-pass defense to pull the big upset. In the game, ASME scored first on a 50-yard pass from Harold Martin to Kenneth Harston lead at halftime. Herbert Moore scored the second ASME touchdown on a run of 2 yards to lead 12-0 going into the final period. The Taus finally scored on an 8-yard run by Jeffery Martin to Kenneth Hainston lead 12-6 going into the final period on two touchdowns by Atkins, one on an 18-yard pass from Mayo and the other on a 1-yard run, BOSS scored on a 50-yard pass from Rodney Hairston following an interception by Keith Frostman. The most exciting game of the week was won by the Kappas 26 to 24 over BOSS behind Leon Mayo, Albert Atkins and Eddie Batts.

The Kappas led 12-4 going into the final period on two touchdowns by Atkins, one on an 18-yard pass from Mayo and the other on a 1-yard run, BOSS scored on a 50-yard pass from George Hand to Lydell McMillan. This set the stage for the exciting fourth period in which 32 points were scored Batts scored on a 1-yard pass from Mayo, and Atkins galloped for 75 yards for the touchdown and scored the conversion. BOSS went to the bomb and scored three times Richard Stringfield scored on a 78-yard pass from Hand, and Hand caught two touchdown passes, 65 and 60 yards, from McIntyre but BOSS did not make any conversions which was the losing margin.

Batts electrified the fans with his great hand as he set up most of the Kappa scores with his timely pass catching in crucial situations for first downs.

Newbirth To Appear For Postgame Dance

(Continued From Page 1)

organization, said Inman, is encouraged to participate.

Saturday night's post game dance action will feature Newbirth, a British rock group, and Black Ceneties at a price not yet announced.

This year's parade route is 2.1 miles, stated Inman. He said that the SGA officers are the only officers on campus who have access to free passes. These were issued, he said, through the vice-chancellor's office for student affairs.

Inman, stated that some items in the constitution are unconstitutional; however, they never passed the university senate.

Members present at the meeting were Gail Dickens, Velma Lewis, Sandra Gilliam, Sandra Powell, Jerry Wilcox, Joe Lingdie, Joyce Topp, Johnson Hall, Evelyn Boyette, Deborah Winburn, Shirley Spivey, Linwood Field, Mike Russell, Anita Cavagnas, Madile Patrice holiday, Sidney Birt, James J. Davis, Lave Reddick, Vincent Hedgepeth, James Grant, Emanuel Garrett, Anthony Curley, and Donald Bellamy.
You don't need any line judges to help you measure a great beer. You taste it once and you know.

Pabst Blue Ribbon. The way beer was meant to be.